Get Smart About the News
What’s Real and What’s Not!

WHO can I
TRUST?
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I don’t know
WHAT to believe!

First, some definitions……
NEWS -1. a report of a recent event; intelligence; information:
2. the presentation of a report on recent or new events in a newspaper or other
periodical or on radio or television or online.
3. such reports taken collectively; information reported
OPINION -1. a belief or judgment that rests on grounds insufficient to produce complete
certainty.
2. a personal view, attitude, or appraisal.
RUMOR -1. a story or statement in general circulation without confirmation or certainty
as to facts
PROPAGANDA -1. the spreading of ideas, information, or rumor for the purpose of helping or
injuring an institution, a cause, or a person
2. ideas, facts, or allegations spread deliberately to further one's cause or to
damage an opposing cause; also : a public action having such an effect

REAL -1.

being an actual thing; having objective existence; not
imaginary

FAKE -1.
2.

anything made to appear otherwise than it actually is;
counterfeit
designed to deceive or cheat; not real

So, if FAKE News is designed – on purpose – to DECEIVE
us….
And, if REAL news must have OBJECTIVE EXISTENCE….
And if there is a very IMPORTANT DIFFERENCE between
“FACT” and “RUMOR” and “OPINION”….
How can we tell which is which in the hundreds of
articles and facebook posts and news stories that bombard
us?

REAL news:
● comes from “real” news sources (look at their
main site)
● is written by real journalists, not just people
with opinions
● intends to inform, not make you angry or sad
● is reported in multiple sources -- if you can’t
find it anywhere else, it probably is fake

Based on: Research Guides at UNH - University of New Hampshire

Can the story pass the “Real” test?
●
●
●
●
●
●

Read the whole thing -- not just the headline.
What news source published it?
When was it published? Who is the author?
Check the links and sources.
Be suspicious of questionable photos and quotes.
Is the same story being reported by other news
sources?

Most important of all, THINK before you share it!!

Based on: How To Recognize A Fake News Story, Huffington Post,
November 22, 2016

Or use “The CRAAP Test”

Source: Bluford Library at North Carolina
A&T State University
http://libguides.library.ncat.edu/evaluate

Old vs. New Media

Media consumption patterns of
Americans are changing
● Old media (print, broadcast)
slowly dying off
● New media (blogs, social
networks, Twitter, YouTube,
mobile devices, etc.) gaining
popularity

Where do most Americans get their news?

http://www.journalism.org/2014/10/21/political-polarization-media-habits/pj_14-10-21_mediapolarization-02/

and then there’s Twitter !

On the day of the 2016 U.S. presidential election,
Twitter proved to be the largest source of breaking
news, with over 40 million tweets sent that day.[

The Facebook Algorithm…..

https://techcrunch.com/2016/09/06/ultimate-guide-to-the-news-feed/

The Main Factors Influencing What You See

https://techcrunch.com/2016/09/06/ultimate-guide-to-the-news-feed/

Controlling Your News Feed

https://techcrunch.com/2016/09/06/ultimate-guide-to-the-news-feed/

On Facebook –
The Fact Checker’s guide for detecting fake news
By Glenn

Kessler, November 22, 2016, The Washington Post

Consider these points before sharing a news article on Facebook. It could be intentionally false.
Actually read articles before sharing them. And when you read them, pay attention to the following
signs that the article may be false. There are fake news stories generated by both left-leaning and
right-leaning websites, and the same rules apply to both.
1. Determine whether the article is from a legitimate website
There’s ABC News, the television network, with the Web address of abcnews.go.com. And there’s
ABC News, the fake news website, with the Web address of abcnews.com.co.
The use of “.co” at the end of the URL is a strong clue you are looking at a fake news website.
2. Check the ‘contact us’ page
Some fake news sites don’t have any contact information, which easily demonstrates it’s phony.
3. Examine the byline of the reporter and see whether it makes sense.
4. Read the article closely
Many fake articles have made-up quotes that do not pass the laugh test.

On Facebook –
5. Scrutinize the sources
Sometimes fake articles are based on merely a tweet. Few real news stories are based on a single
tweet, with no additional confirmation. If the article has no links to legitimate sources — or links at all —
that’s another telltale sign that you are reading fake news.
6. Look at the ads
A profusion of pop-up ads or other advertising indicates you should handle the story with care.
7. Use search engines to double-check
A simple Google search often will quickly tell you if the news you are reading is fake. There is a
website called RealorSatire.com that allows you to post the URL of any article and it will quickly tell you if
the article comes from a fake or biased news website.
8. If the article has a “SOURCE” hyperlink, click it to get more info.

What's true, what's false or in-between.

Let’s try Realorsatire.com…..
From their site:
“About Real or Satire
Tired of sharing an article that filled you with righteous indignation, only to be scolded by your
social media circle for posting fake news?
Tired of living in constant fear that the ‘news’ you read isn’t actually news?
Wish there was a one-stop shop to check if a site is ‘satirical’ or submit a site to be labeled as ‘satire’?
Well, now there’s Real or Satire.
Search for a URL to check if it is a satirical site on our home page.”
Enter this url as a test…..
http://www.newyorker.com/humor/borowitz-report/trump-says-he-has-been-treated-very-unfairly-by-peo
ple-who-wrote-constitution
The result is a clear description of a site that is INTENDED to be comedy.

From the headline/title of the story: clearly states that this is satire.

Satire from the Borowitz Report

Trump Says He Has Been Treated Very Unfairly by People
Who Wrote Constitution

From the byline on the author at the bottom of the page:
Andy Borowitz is the New York Times best-selling author of “The 50 Funniest American Writers,”
and a comedian who has written for The New Yorker since 1998. He writes the Borowitz Report, a
satirical column on the news, for newyorker.com.

Combating the spread of INTENTIONALLY FALSE
INFORMATION begins with you, the reader. If it seems
too fantastic, it probably is.

Please think before you share.

But WHY????
Now that you have the skills to distinguish between “real” and “fake” news,
you might ask, “but WHY would any news source produce biased, false
stories?”
● To sway public opinion for or against a particular candidate or on a
particular issue
What motivates mainstream media sources and individual publications or
broadcasts?
● Profit
● Increased viewership

Who Owns the Media?
●

Fox News - owned by the Fox Entertainment Group subsidiary of 21st Century
Fox. The channel was created by Australian-American media mogul Rupert
Murdoch, who hired former Republican Party media consultant and CNBC executive
Roger Ailes as its founding CEO.

●

CNN News - owned by the Turner Broadcasting System division of Time Warner.
It is owned by the NBCUniversal News Group, a unit of the NBCUniversal Television
Group division of NBCUniversal, all of which are owned by Comcast.

●

ABC - owned by the Disney–ABC Television Group, a subsidiary of the Disney
Media Networks division of The Walt Disney Company.

Who Owns the Media?
●

CBS - CBS Corporation is an American mass media corporation focused on
commercial broadcasting, publishing, and television production, with most of its
operations in the United States. The president, chief executive and executive chairman of
the company is Leslie Moonves. Sumner Redstone, owner of National Amusements, is
CBS's majority shareholder and serves as chairman emeritus.

●

NBC -

●

Breitbart News - Breitbart News Network (known commonly as Breitbart News,

The National Broadcasting Company (NBC) is an American commercial
broadcast television network that is the flagship property of NBCUniversal, a subsidiary
of Comcast.

Breitbart or Breitbart.com) is a far-right American news, opinion and commentary website
founded in 2007 by Andrew Breitbart. Breitbart News has published a number of
falsehoods and conspiracy theories, as well as intentionally misleading stories.

All information quoted from Wikipedia

Who Owns the Media?

●

Google - an American multinational technology company specializing in
Internet-related services and products. These include online advertising technologies,
search, cloud computing, software, and hardware. A subsidiary of Alphabet Inc.

●

Twitter - Twitter was created in March 2006 by Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz
Stone, and Evan Williams. Dorsey is current CEO.

●

Yahoo! - an American multinational technology company

whose services include
Yahoo! Directory, Yahoo! Mail, Yahoo! News, Yahoo! Finance, Yahoo! Groups,
Yahoo! Answers, advertising, online mapping, video sharing, fantasy sports, and its
social media website. Verizon purchase Yahoo! in July 2016.
https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/25/verizon-buys-yahoo-for-4-83-billion/

This graphic can help you choose what sources to rely on

http://i1.wp.com/www.pigscast.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/News.png

Ethical Journalism : The two reliable sources rule
“Most media organizations have a rule that all facts should be confirmed by
two reliable sources.
Often the wires will be counted as one source. The journalist then has to find
another source that is willing to go on record to verify the information.
Ideally, you should be able to attribute the information found to that named
source. Sometimes, because of legal reasons, privacy issues or the
likelihood of danger, it is not advisable to name sources. In such cases you
need to be sure that your source is trustworthy.
You will need to be able to convince your editor that the source is legitimate
and the information the source is sharing is correct”
http://www.mediahelpingmedia.org/training-resources/journalism-basics/640-fact-checking-separates-journalism-fromrumour-and-gossip

Digital Journalism
●

“the rise of the blogger and user-based journalism has become
immensely popular among both new and old media companies, a
change that has drastically altered the definition of a journalist.”

●

“the nature of the internet has given rise to content aggregators like
Google news or The Huffington Post that no longer rely on individual
journalists to provide news, but instead depend on their ability to
gather and collect information into a single location where users can
access it.”

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/eroberts/cs181/projects/2010-11/Journalism/index3f9d.html?page_id=38

One of the most important issues facing all
Americans -- and the whole world -- is the role that
SCIENCE plays in our lives.
Here is a bit of information on how to distinguish
between “real” science and “pseudoscience.”

www.thesociologicalcinema.com

http://www.theskepticsguide.org/
See also
http://mrdclassified.weebly.com/
semester-12.html
for a complete unit plan on
teaching 8th grade Science

https://cosmosmagazine.com/society/a-roughguide-to-identifying-bad-science

Now you know how to recognize
potentially false, misleading news.
So how do you find reliable, complete
sources?

Use Google’s “Advanced Search” to Identify Reliable Sources
In the lower right corner of the Google screen, click on Settings, then on Advanced search

Regular Google Search: “polar bears” and “global warming”
Fake news of polar bears dying from global warming exposed. Again.
https://www.thenewamerican.com/.../24945-fake-news-of-polar-bears-dying-from-glo…
Dec 28, 2016 - “The more the polar bears fail to die in droves,” she wrote in a December ... Global Warming: False

Alarm Over Polar Bears Exposed — Again.

BBC - Earth - Will polar bears become extinct?
www.bbc.com/earth/story/20141107-will-polar-bears-become-extinct
Nov 5, 2014 - Polar bears face an uncertain future (Credit: Lance Skytower/CC by 2.0) ... Human-caused global

warming is causing the Arctic sea, the bears'

4 Ways Polar Bears Are Dealing With Climate Change - Latest Stories
news.nationalgeographic.com/.../150904-polar-bears-dolphins-seals-climate-change/
Sep 4, 2015 - There are fewer than 25,000 polar bears left in the wild, according to the ... several Alaska cities to

highlight threats posed by global warming

It is possible that some of these could be OPINION pieces, rather than facts-only news.

Use Media Bias/Fact Check to see how reliable a source is.

We are the most comprehensive media bias resource on the internet. There are currently
1700+ media sources listed in our database and growing every day. Don’t be fooled by Fake
News sources. Use the search feature above (Header) to check the bias of any source. Use
name or url.

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/

Fake news of polar bears dying from global warming exposed. Again.
https://www.thenewamerican.com/.../24945-fake-news-of-polar-bears-dying-from-glo…
Dec 28, 2016 - “The more the polar bears fail to die in droves,” she wrote in a December ... Global Warming: False Alarm

Over Polar Bears Exposed — Again.

BBC - Earth - Will polar bears become extinct?
www.bbc.com/earth/story/20141107-will-polar-bears-become-extinct
Nov 5, 2014 - Polar bears face an uncertain future (Credit: Lance Skytower/CC by 2.0) ... Human-caused global

warming is causing the Arctic sea, the bears'

4 Ways Polar Bears Are Dealing With Climate Change - Latest Stories
news.nationalgeographic.com/.../150904-polar-bears-dolphins-seals-climate-change/
Sep 4, 2015 - There are fewer than 25,000 polar bears left in the wild, according to the ... several Alaska cities to highlight

threats posed by global warming

TONS of information online about
media literacy, fake news, how to find
good information.
Here are some sources for further
learning

More links…more information
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2013/10/16/12-trends-shaping-digital-news/
12 trends shaping digital news
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/submit-fact-check/
Media Bias/Fact Check
http://www.npr.org/2016/12/11/505154631/a-finders-guide-to-fact
A Finder's Guide to Facts
http://www.journalism.org/2014/10/21/section-1-media-sources-distinct-favorites-emerge-on-the-left-and-right/
Media Sources: Distinct Favorites Emerge on the Left and Right
http://www.fakenewswatch.com/
http://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2016-11-14/avoid-these-fake-news-sites-at-all-costs
Avoid These Fake News Sites at All Costs (U.S. News & World Report)
http://blog.ed.ted.com/2017/01/12/how-to-tell-fake-news-from-real-news/
TED Ed Lessons worth Sharing
http://www.businessinsider.com/sociology-alternative-facts-2017-2
There's an intriguing sociological reason so many Americans are ignoring facts lately
Tristan Bridges, Sociological Images, Feb. 27, 2017, 4:29 PM
http://www.businessinsider.com/war-science-fight-back-2017-2
A 'War on Science' is underway — here are 5 ways to do something about it
Jonathan Foley, Christine Arena, Scientific American, Feb. 27, 2017, 4:00 PM
https://www.vox.com/first-person/2017/3/29/15042692/fake-news-education-election
I taught my 5th-graders how to spot fake news. Now they won’t stop fact-checking me.
Updated by Scott Bedley Mar 29, 2017, 11:30am EDT

The News Literacy
Project

in an age of unparalleled access, in
which unprecedented amounts and
types of information can be shared
with more people more easily than
ever before, anyone can be a
publisher — and everyone must be
an editor.

The phrase “false news,” says Facebook, “communicates
more clearly what we’re describing: information that is
designed to be confused with legitimate news, and is
intentionally false.”

Video clip: Don't get tricked into sharing untrue "news" stories
https://www.facebook.com/TheNewsLiteracyProject/videos/10100232228289754/
https://www.facebook.com/TheNewsLiteracyProject/

Glossary
ALTERNATIVE FACTS: Double speak to avoid the synonym "lying" in professional conversation. The antonym of
actual facts. (www.urbandictionary.com)

ANTIFA: Antifa is short for anti-fascists. The term is used to define a broad group of people whose political beliefs lean
toward the left -- often the far left -- but do not conform with the Democratic Party platform. (www.urbandictionary.com)

ASTROTURF: Creating the impression of public support by paying people in the public to pretend to be supportive.
Astroturfing is the opposite of "grassroots", genuine public support of an issue. (www.urbandictionary.com)

BLM: Black Lives matter movement. a movement to create awareness about the injustice in some regions where
authorities pay little or no attention to crimes against people who have more melanin in the color of their skin than the
criminal individuals who kill them or try to kill them. (www.urbandictionary.com)

CLICKBAIT: something (such as a headline) designed to make readers want to click on a hyperlink especially when the
link leads to content of dubious value or interest (www.merriam-webster.com)
CONSENSUS: A general agreement. (https://en.oxforddictionaries.com)
DEEP STATE: A cohort of people entrenched in positions of power throughout a government, armed forces and other
influential bodies, that are working to subvert and manipulate the will of the people, policy decisions and impose their
agenda on the population. Often a group of people appointed or put in positions of power from a previous government, and
now working against the current government.(www.urbandictionary.com)

DOG WHISTLE: Dog whistle is a type of strategy of communication that sends a message that the general population
will take a certain meaning from, but a certain group that is "in the know" will take away the secret, intended message.
Often involves code words. (www.urbandictionary.com)

Glossary, cont’d
FAKE NEWS: A term formerly useful for describing websites consisting entirely of intentionally fabricated news stories, but
now used to describe virtually anything that does not mesh with one's own views. (http://www.urbandictionary.com)

GASLIGHTING: A form of intimidation or psychological abuse, sometimes called Ambient Abuse where false information
is presented to the victim, making them doubt their own memory, perception and quite often, their sanity.
(www.urbandictionary.com)

INTERNET TROLL: One who antagonizes (others) online by deliberately posting inflammatory, irrelevant, or offensive
comments or other disruptive content. (http://www.merriam-webster.com )

KOOL-AID DRINKER: Someone who believes what they are told without thinking for themselves. From the followers of
Jim Jones in Guyana who committed suicide by drinking poisoned Kool Aid. (http://www.urbandictionary.com)

SCIENTIFIC THEORY: A scientific theory is a well-substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world,
based on a body of facts that have been repeatedly confirmed through observation and experiment. Such fact-supported
theories are not "guesses" but reliable accounts of the real world. (https://en.wikipedia.org/)

SNOWFLAKE: An overly sensitive person that doesn't take criticism well. (http://www.urbandictionary.com)
SOCK PUPPET: An account made on an internet message board, by a person who already has an account, for the
purpose of posting more-or-less anonymously. (http://www.urbandictionary.com)

TRUMP FATIGUE: The excessive media coverage of Donald Trump at every hour of the day
libtard: A person with left-wing political views. (https://en.oxforddictionaries.com)

TWITTERBOT: A computer program that automatically posts on Twitter; they are programmed to tweet, retweet, and
follow other accounts (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter)

Source:
International Federation
of Library Associations
and Institutions (IFLA)

